
archaeology at the
peter whitmer farm
seneca county new york

DALE L BERGE

A number of important historical events took place on the
peter whitmer farm which pertain to the growth of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints it was here that
a substantial part of the book of mormon was translated by
joseph smith jr where some of the first baptisms of the
church were performed and in particular where the church
was organized on 6 april 1830

the peter whitmer farm site is located at a point 0.70707

miles southeast of longitude 4205230 and latitude 7605230
it is within the fayette township of seneca county in the
state of new york there are several long narrow glacial
lakes in this area which are known collectively as the finger
lakes the farm is situated near the north end of seneca
lake between cayuga and seneca lakes the site is approxi-
mately 28 miles directly south of lake ontario of the great
lakes from waterloo new york the peter whitmer farm
is 2.121 miles south southeast of the center of waterloo where
state routes 96 and 20 intersect

on the farm there now stands a large frame structure
which appears to have been modified several times through
the years figure 1 the older and central section of this
house of the greek revival architectural style is clearly evi-
dent because of its liandhandllandiland hewn timbers and square nails this
two story structure faces south and has four large pillars which

dr berge is an assistant professor of archaeology and anthropology at
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figure 1 front viewview of the present frame house 1969

figure 2 excavation of the log house remainsremains inin 1969
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lend support to the front porch roof A one story wing ex-
tends west of the main section which has been modified and
extended to meet the individual needs and desires of various
owners A new east wing was being added at the time of
excavation in 1969 1

the peter whitmer property was purchased by the mor-
mon church in 1926 many prominent church members in
the past thought that the frame house was where the church
was organized while others thought the organization took
place in a log house mentioned in historical documents this
difference of opinion has lasted for many years james H
moyle made the following statement which illustrated the
confusion that prevailed on this subject there they all lived
for months in a three room house if you believe the church
was organized in the old home or in the six room house if
you believe the church was organized in the new home 2

dr richard anderson college of religious instruction
brigham young university has been engaged in extensive
historical research pertaining to the peter whitmer farm 3

the data accumulated leave little doubt that the church
was organized in a log house on the farm the purpose of
the archaeological investigation was to determine the location
of this lolog109ghousehouse figure 2

historical documents reveal that the log house was one
and one half stories high and estimated to be approximately
20 feet by 20 feet or possibly 15 feet by 20 feet these di-
mensionsmensions may have been the sizesize of the main downstairs room
As late as 1888 remnants of the logs once part of the home
lay on the site just when the log house was destroyed is not
known but it is assumed to have been prior to the above ac-
count of 1888 4 according to william L powell personal
communication somesornesoine of the structure s logs and roof re-
mained on the property as late as 1959

mr william L powell of roy utah was caretaker of
the peter whitmer farm from 1946 to 1952 during this

dale L berge excavatexcavateExexcavationscavat ons at the peter whitmer home fayette new
york A paper presented to the nineteenth annual symposium of the archae-
ology of the scriptures society of early historic archaeology brighambrighajnBrighainhajn
young university provo utah 1969

james2jamesajames H moyle A visvisiti t to david whiwhitmertmeramer the instructor vol 80
no 9 september 1945 p Z405403

richard anderson the house where the church was organized
the improvementImio vement era vol 73 no 4 1970

ibidleidabid41bidlbid p 19
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time he discovered the foundation of a structure located about
5030 to 50 feet from a large barn which stood on the property
up to 1959 at the time liehelleile would load his wagon with hay
and come down a lane to the west of the barn where he
would make a sharp turn into the large double doors of the
barn As mr powell continued to bring the hay into the
barn liehelleile began to uncover some cobble stones which seemed
to be the outline of some type of structure he and his son
removed the remaining soil and unearthed a foundation 20
by 5030 feet the longer length of the house ran north and
south with the west foundation wall being situated 50 feet
from the barn thetlle foundation proved to be relatively shal-
low being 6 to 8 inches deep the stones were oval cobbles
probably from a stream bed and measured on the average
4 by 6 inches the stones were buried two across and two
deep

the shallow foundations are not indicative of the support
which one would expect for a heavy brick or stone structure
in this case this foundation probably supported the log house
since some of thetiietile actual logs were in the area the ground
in this part of new york state retains its moisture consider-
ably and stones were probably placed under the logs for
drainage this helped to preserve the logs which would have
decayed from moisture had they lain directly on the ground

archaeology
the archaeologist usually has to conduct extensive exca-

vations in areas where no foundations are visible on the sur-
face and when little historical information is available this
was not the case with the peter whitmer farm site enough
information was derived through historical research that an
approximation of the site location was established in addi-
tion the actual discovery of foundation stones nearly 25 years
ago provided more accurate data in determining where we
should excavate for remnants of the log structure

the stratigraphy of the excavated area proved to be rela-
tively simple due to several years of plowing the plow zone
was 0.80808 feet below the surface at which point a layer of
dark brown clay was encountered all artifacts were recovered
from the plow zone while the dark brown clay was void of
artifacts and undisturbed from the time it was deposited
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through natural means any intrusions into the dark brown
sterile soil would have been detected by changes in texture
composition and color

A wide variety of artifact types were recovered from the
site A total of 2084 individual items were collected during
the archaeological investigation the following descriptions
are representative of the material remains unearthed at the
peter whitmer farm site

DRAINAGE TILE

hexagonal tile
the ground in the vicinity of where the log house stood

was once drained by means of drainage tile the amount of
red tile found numbered 404 specimens which represents 19.3193193195

percent of all the artifacts the hexagonal tile from the
whitmer excavation isis a dull dark red color on the surface
the paste and surface are the same color which may have
been changed from the original clay color by oxidation during
the firing process the tiles are hexagonal outside and round
inside with an outside diameter of 212 inches and inside di-
ameter of 2 inches figure 3

tile drainage in the state of new york as well as in
america was begun in 1838 by john johnston the first tiles
were manufactured inin a horseshoe pattern at the whartenby
tile factory in waterloo new york a few miles north of
the whitmer farm 5 the clay soil in this area is such that it
retains much of the rain or irrigation water which in turn
can destroy crops tile was used to drain off excess water to
keep roots from rotting from too much moisture this pro-
cess helped crops produce inin greater vovolumelurne 6

this tile could not have been used by peter whitmer
since hexagonal tile didndian t come into existence until the 1850s
and continued to be manufactured until about 1900 or 1910
all tile specimens were found in a confined area and around
the log house location possibly it was used to drain the
slight rise of ground around the house after the whitmerswhittersWhitmers
had sold the property the advantage of the hexagonal tile

marmarionmartoni on M weaver history of tiettetre drainage waterloo new york
privately published 1964 ppap 157158157 158

Wibid ppap 235240235 240
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figure 4 horseshoe tile
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was that it would not roll out of place as would some round
tiles 7

horseshoe tile
A second type of drainage tile unearthed isis of the horse-

shoe type the 128 drainage tile fragments of this style repre-
sent 6.16161gi percent of the total artifacts in cross section these
tiles are similar in shape to that of a horseshoe hence the
name figure 4 the paste of horseshoe tile found at the
whitmer site is a light red orange color

striation along the sides of the tiles indicate that they had
been manufactured by the extrusion method apparently dif-
ferent machines were used to mold these tiles there are
indications of the difference of these machines along the
edges of the tile where there are different rim configurations
some of the rims are straight while others have slight lips
of different shapes

CERAMICS

earthenware
earthenware is pottery made from natural clays producing

natural colored pastes such as red yellow white and gray
four types of earthenware are distinguished from the peter
whitmer farm these are redware yellowware stoneware
and whiteware vessel forms were not determined since the
sherdsshards were fragmented and unrestorable

redware this type of ceramics is identified primarily
by its red paste which looks like porous red brick in texture
and color however it may vary according to the physical
properties of the natural clay and firing techniques

1 brown glazed redware has a red paste with a dark
brown glasslikeglass like glaze the glaze is thick in areas adjacent
to relief scroll designs on the sherd the upper surface re-
lief areas appear lighter due to less glaze covering the sur-
face while to the side the glaze is thicker and darker

2 glazed interior redware has a brick red paste which
is very porous the outer wall of the vessels of this type
have no surface treatment while the interiors are covered

john genung letterlemmer to dr richard L anderson 25 september 1969
copy on file with the author
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with a dark brown lead glaze or a lightbrownlight brown or mottled light
green lead glaze

3 salt glazed redware has a dark brown glaze on the
interior and exterior surfaces the surfaces have been lightly
salt glazed to produce a slightly glossy surface it does not
have the glasslikeglass like surface of regular glazes rather the sur-
face is uneven like the surface of an orange the paste is an
orange red color similar to the above described types

salt glaze is an alkaline glaze produced by sprinkling salt
on the vessels while they are in the kiln when the kiln is
at its maximum temperature the salt is applied which when
volatilizedvolatilizer produces a coating of soda glass 8 salt glazes
were used at least by the turn of the eighteenth century and
by 1750 were widely used by staffordshire potteries on stone-
ware 0 the early pieces were a drab shade of white 10

yellowware pottery sherdsshards of this type were characterized
by their yellow to buff colored pastes clear glazing on the
surface of the vessels emphasized the yellow color of the paste

buff yellowware found at the farm has a clear glaze over
the buff to yellow colored paste the glaze isis covered with
little pits which gives the surface the appearance of an orange
rind the interior has been painted dark brown and has a
plumbiferous glaze

stoneware vessels of stoneware pottery are fired at high
temperatures to vitrify the natural clay the paste becomes
very hard and turns a gray color the paste looks like gray
stone hence the name stoneware from the whitmer farm
has a very light buff to light gray paste the surface has
been painted white and glazed with a clear alkaline glaze
the light colored paste is extremely hard and looks much like
light limestone

whiteware the paste of all whiteware types ranges from
dirty white to brilliant white it is vitreous and nonporous
which gives greater strength to the wall and therefore re-
quires less wall thickness compared to some soft paste earthen
wares whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares are divided into two general categories

john sparsosparsespargosparge early american pottery and china new york D ap
pleton century co 1938 p 43

bernard and therle hughes A picture history of english pottery lon-
don hulton press 1956 p 142

hodgson willoughby mrs how to identify old china G bell
and sons ltd 1912 p 25
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plain and decorated plain whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares do not have any ad-
ditionalditional above surface decoration to the body other than a
glaze decorated whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares have been additionally decor-
ated with colored transfer prints or hand painted most of
the whiteware sherdsshards from the peter whitmer farm are iron-
stone pottery

the manufacture of ironstone was begun in 1813 by
charles mason he used a combination of iron slag flint
cornwall stone and oxide of cobalt the earlier vessels are
thicker and have a more yellow tint to the paste 12

A total of 58 whiteware sherdsshards were unearthed from the
site this number represents 2.82828 percent of all artifacts re-
covered during the excavation whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares of the types de-
scribed were made of fine dense clay and fired at high tem-
peraturespera tures

plain whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares include the following types cream
colored type white type and pearl type

1 1 cream colored whiteware ceramics are characterized
by its slight yellow hue which gives it a creamy white color
the sherdsshards in this collection are from a small restricted cup

figure 5aaa and a nonrestrictednon restricted flaring bowl
ceramics with a cream colored body have been produced

since the beginning of the eighteenth century the first types
had to be covered with a white slip and glazed until a whiter
paste could be produced around 1720 salt glazed stoneware
was gradually replaced as the cream colored type grew in pop-
ularityularity 13

2 white whiteware has an almost pure white surface
treatment when compared to cream colored type or pearl
type the distinct white of this type is readily obvious the
paste is vitreous white and after the biscuit has been fired
the only surface decoration needed is clear glazing to empha-
size their pure white color the sherdsshards of this type are from
small nonrestrictednon restricted outflaringout flaring plates or bowls possibly soup
bowls

3 pearl whiteware was developed by tinting the cream

thomas H ormsbee english china and its marks new york channel
press deerfldoerfldeerfieldeldeid editions ltd 1959 p 78

dale L berge hihistoricalstorical archaeology in the american southwest
phd dissertation university of arizona 1968 p 206

donald C towner english cream colored earthenware london faber
and faber nd ppap 121 2
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colored or white types with cobalt which produced a pale
bluish gray surface color it was perfected in 1779 by josiah
wedgwood who was the first manufacturer of this variety
of whiteware which by the nineteenth century was imitated
by many companies pearl type is coated with a colorless glaze
and used mainly for table service 14

the sherdsshards from the peter whitmer site are fragments of
large outflaringoutflaring soup bowls and cups figure 5bab the
bowls have a relief design molded into the biscuit prior to
firing and glazing

decorated whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares include these sherdsshards which have
been decorated with transfer prints or by hand painting these
types include transfer type painted type featheredge type
and banded type

1 1 transfer whiteware ceramicsceramics usually had a design in
one color the most common color was blue john sadler and
guy green invented the process of transfer printing in 1752
it was not long before factories had the equipment to transfer
print their ceramics the first vessels were transtransferfer printed
in black which was soon followed by dark blue variations
of color were made possible by the use of thin line shading
in the early 1800s these lines produced dark and light
shades tone variations were improved after 1810 by the com-
bination of lines and stipple 15

during the second half of the eighteenth century black
blue pink or brick red on glaze transfers were popular late
in the century a brown and purple were added underglaze
colors for printing of black cobalt blue brown and red were
popular after 1880 but great quantities of blue vessels were
used after 1810 later a green and mulberry were added 166

transfer whitewareswhitewardsWhitewares found at the whitmer farm con-
sist of four varieties blue purple brown and green

a blue variety consists of plates and a bowl printed in
floral motifs and scenes figures 5cac e one blue sherd is a
common decorative motif called old blue which has a
dark blue background with flowers in negative white figure

hughes picture history p 121
ibid p 148
geoffrey bemrose nineteenth century english pottery and porcelain

new york pitman publishing company corp nd p 23
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5faf other blue transfer printed sherdsshards are a lighter blue with
stipple or line and stipple shading

very popular during the early nineteenth century was the
willow pattern a pseudo chinese motif very dark blue
vessels of this pattern were favored by the american market
between 181518301815 1830

b purple variety is a harsh purple color made late in the
eighteenth century the single sherd of this variety is a frag-
ment of an outflaringoutflaring bowl with a floral motif figure 6aaa

c brown variety sherdsshards are shaded by stipple around a
small floral motif these sherdsshards were part of an outflaringoutflaring
bowl figure 6bab

d green variety has a portion of a possible structure in
design it is made by dots without shading of the design
with lines or stipple figure 6cac

A common type of rim decoration used over the span of
the nineteenth century commonly found in sites of this time
period was featheredgingfeather edging figure 6dad one sherd of a
featheredge plate was found at the peter whitmer site

many vessels have rims painted with one or more bands
while the center may have been transfer painted or hand
painted with some design one rim sherd was recovered
which had a blue band along its rim figure 6eae it ap-
pears to have been part of a small outflaringoutflaring bowl

two different types of hand painted colored whiteware
were unearthed in the log house area these are onglazeunglaze
polychrome type and underglaze polychrome type

1 1 onglazeunglaze polychrome ceramics are painted by hand
on the surface of the glazed vessel figure 6faf the paint
has to be applied after the firing of the glaze because such
high temperatures are reached to vitrify the glaze that some
paints exposed to such temperatures would volatilize and dis-
appear if applied prior to glazing

the painted design does not reflect light like the smooth
surface of the glaze does and is in slight relief above the
glaze

hand painted pottery does not have the precise detail
as found on transtransferfer printed or decaleddecayed vessels the designs
are not shaded and the brush strokes of the designs are clearly
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figure 5 whitewarewhite ware pottery

b d

f 9 h

figure 6 whitewarewhite ware pottery and pipe
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visible the sherdsshards of this type are painted in a floral motif
along a band

2 underglaze polychrome sherdsshards have a floral motif
red flowers with blue leaves the design is hand painted un-
derneathderneath the glazed surface the brush strokes can be seen
in the design of the leaves which seem to be painted in one
stroke of the brush the brush is controlled by pressure to
narrow or widen the design the designs are not outlined
or stippled as in transfer printed or decal printed vessels

the boldly painted whiteware appeared on the market
from 1810 onwards these vessels were painted in bright
enamel colors to appeal to the working class 17 there was a
great potential at that time for producing dinner services for
the newly created industrial middle class

porcelain
porcelain differs from earthenware and stoneware in that

the clay is translucent and vitrifiedvitri fied due to the extreme high
temperatures at which it is fired there are three main types
of porcelain hard paste soft paste and glass glass porcelain
is a mixture of kaolin clay and silica

hard paste porcelain is made from white kaolin clay and
fusible felspathicfeldspathicfelspathic stone on a fresh brick the paste is fine
grained compact and nonabsorbentnon absorbent all chinese porcelain
is this hard paste type and is the true china which is a term
denoting its place of origin and too often misused when ap-
plied to all types of tableware

porcelain cannot be scratched with a knife rather the knife
will leave black marks on the porcelain usually any decor-
ation on porcelain is placed over the glaze since it would
burn off at the extreme temperature in which the body is
fired the paste will appear uniform from the surface to
surface because of the vitrification of the clay at high tem-
peraturespera tures the surface becomes nonabsorbentnon absorbent due to the fusing
that takes place during firing

the importing of chinese porcelain by england reached
its climax between 1760 and 1780 after this it gradually
declined due to improvement of english porcelainsporcel ains which
are soft paste types in addition the chinese had shipped

ITibiditibid p 9
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such large quantities that the market was flooded trade to
the united states increased around 1800 18 the technology
of making porcelain was not fully developed in the united
states prior to 1900

the porcelain from the whitmer farm site is the hard
paste type porcelain most of the pieces are from a bowl dec-
orated in a floral motif over the glaze figure 6gag

clay pipes
three fragments of white clay pipes were unearthed but

none had manufacturer s marks two pieces were small while
the other was the fragment of a pipe bowl figure 6hah

GLASS

the early history of glass manufacturing in the united
states is directly connected with that of england english
bottles such as corboysworboys and flasksflacks filled with whiskey were
sent to the colonies american glass manufacturing was dis-
couragedcou raged in order to maintain a reliance on the mother coun-
try these early bottles were free blown 19

the first american glassmakersglassmakers arrived in jamestown in
1608 butthisbutchisbut this industry was short lived it was not until 1739
when caspar wistar of salem county new jersey started a
glasshouse that glass manufacturing was a successful enter-
prise in the united states

after the american revolution strict controls were no
longer exercised on industry many glasshousesglasshouses were started and
several new manufacturing techniques were developed the
most important plants which opened shortly after the revo-
lution were that of the stanger brothers in 1781 in glassboroglassbornGlassboro
new jersey the pitkin glasshouse in 1783 in connecticut
and john F amelung s new bremen glass works at fred
ericktownericktown maryland in 1784

during this period of american history people were
proud of their newly formed country and extremely patriotic
as is revealed by the enormous quantities of historical flasksflacks
sold between 1820 and 1870 the most popular was the

anthony dubouleyduboulayDuBouley chinese porcelain new york G P putnamsputnamsrPutnams
sons 1963 p 110

graydon LI1 freeman grand old american bottles descriptive listing
of glass bottle types from colonial times to present watkins glen new
york century house 1964 ppap 152015 20
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american eagle design while second in sales was the george
washington flask

with the glass industry in full bloom diversification be-
gan to take place and new inventions produced to satisfy
the demands of consumers the bottles of this period were
formed by open molds in which only the body was molded
the neck and finish had to be shaped by hand

A common feature on ordinary utility bottles up to 1860
were pontil marks this mark was found on the base of bot-
tles and consisted of an area somewhat circular rough and
sharp where a glass rod had once been attached to maintain
control while hand making the finish or spout at times
some attempt was made to polish the sharp mark off

there was little concern over the color of glass until
foodstuffsfood stuffs began to be bottled then people desired to
see what was in the bottle so glass had to be made lighter
dark olive green or black glass was common up to 1860
it began to be replaced by clearer and lighter colored wares
after the patenting of john mason s fruit jar in 1858

clear glass
most of the 272 fragments of clear glass from the whit-

mer site date to the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies of this total there was one whole bottle one bottle
handle 14 finish fragments 6 fragments of mason jar tops
25 base pieces 18 plate glass pieces one piece of pressed
glass and 206 body fragments practically all of the clear
glass were bottle fragments

the pressed glass plate fragment has a wall thickness of
three tenths of an inch the pressed glass technique was de-
veloped in the 1820s and at this time the wall was thick
producing a heavy plate the earliest pressed plates range
from one fourth to one half inch thick 220 the fragment found
at the peter whitmer farm site is similar to an early plate
illustrated by mckearin 1966 plate 133 no 1 the most
distinguishing factor of the fragment is the heart motif along
the rim of the dish figure 7aaa

the whole bottle found during the excavation is a small
rectangular medicine bottle figure 7bab it stands 2 78

george S and helen mckearin american glass new york crown
publishers 1966 p 337
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inches high 1 316 inches long and 34 inches wide on the
shoulder is the mark 355 and on the base is 38 7 or 313

777 7 the bottle was made in an owens automatic bottle ma-
chine as indicated by mold marks on the base and the mold
seams which extend to the sealing surface of the finish the
finish has a screw thread 332 of an inch apart and a bore
of 716 of an inch the cap is made of plastic and on the
inside is a capital 13 in a circle the cap tightens securely
to a collar below the threads

this bottle is relatively modern since the owens machine
was invented in 1903 the capital 13 in a circle is the
trademark of the brockway glass company brockway penn-
sylvania founded in 1907

the various bottle finishes manufactured of clear glass
are of three basic types 1 1 threaded 2 pressure seals
and 3 cork stopped the threaded closures appear to be
pieces of a mason jar figure 7cac and a catsup bottle figure
7dad both have continuous moldmoli seams up to the sealing sur-
face indicating manufacture by the automatic bottle machine

the pressure sealed bottle s finishes are of the lightening
type figure 7eae and sure seal type figure 7eae f the light-
ening closure seals the lid in this case a glass lid securely
down over the outside rim of the finish A wire lever is used
to put pressure on the lid to seal it down tight to release
pressure all one has to do is lift the wire lever the sure
seal closure was invented in 1908 the glass container was
sealed by crimping the lid over the outside of the finish and
over a glass edge when removed the crimped edge buckled
and could not be resealedseatedre

the cork stopped bottle s finishes were manufactured with
an automatic bottle machine also they appear to be medicine
bottles figure 8aaa b and possibly a shoe polish bottle fig-
ure 80ac8c

the recovered bottle bases are oval rectangular octagonal
and round in shape approximately half have the character-
istic indented ring produced by the owens automatic bottling
machine the octagonal base is the bottom of a catsup bottle
marked with an embossed 7 figure 8dad it isis impossible
to determine what types of uses the other bottles may have
had all of the clear glass bottles seem to date to the turn of
the twentieth century or later
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lightbluelight blue and light green glass
six percent of 126 fragments of the artifacts unearthed at

the site belong to this category the following types of light-
blue and green glass were found 5 bottle bases 5 bottle
finishes 2 tumbler rims 2 electric insulator fragments 2
mason jar lid pieces 55 pieces each of plate glass and bottle
bodies

the five bottle bases span a considerable length of time
the newest is that of a carbona bottle figure 8eae the
next two samples representing an earlier time period are light-
blue and mold brown one is rectangular with an indented
circle in the middle the other is 14 sided with no distinguish-
ing features or marks the oldest base is from a round bottle
which has a distinct pontil mark figure 8faf

two of the five finishes represent early twentieth century
types figure 9aaa one is a small orifice bottle possibly for
medicine and the other is a fruit jar another is a crudely
made mold type finish figure 9bab and one was manufactured
by folding the lip over the outside of the finish figure 9cac

rim and body fragments of a lightbluelight blue pressed glass
tumbler were found it was decorated with parallel symetri
cal arches figure 9dad

dark green glass

dark green glass is represented by 25 sherdsshards of what was
probably an olive green wine bottle

dark brown glass
dark brown glass fragments were mostly body parts but

there was one finish figure 9cac and one base figure 9faf
this glass dates to the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries

NAILS

square cut nails
towards the end of the eighteenth century and into the

early nineteenth century over a hundred patents pertaining to
cut nails had been applied for 21 artifacts from the peter

bernard L fontana et al johnny ward s ranch A study in historic
archaeology the kiva journal of the arizona archaeological and historical
society vol 28 nos 121 2 1962 p 45
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whitmer farm consisted of 217 or 10.4104104 percent square nails
most of these or 182 to be exact were either broken or so
badly corroded with rust that their size could not be deter-
mined of the remaining 35 there were 5 40d nails figure
loa10aioa three 20d nails figure lob fifteen 12d nails figure
loc eight 9dad nails figure lod and four 4dad nails figure
loeioe the larger nails including the 9dad through 40d nails
are probably framing nails for the walls floor and roof the
4dad nails were very likely used for lathe work if present and
shingling

the presence of both framing and shingling nails suggests
that there was some type of structure on this location if this
were a dump one might expect a greater diversity of the nail
sizes which are found on a farm

round wire nails
the wire nail business had its beginnings sometime before

1875 but it was not until 1895 when the manufacturers of
wire nails formed an association that the wire nail began to
grow in popularity 22

several difdlfdifferentferent sizes of wire nails were found at the
whitmer farm site there was one god nail figure llalia
one 40d nail figure lib fourteen 20d nails figure liclieilcile
nine 16dl6dlad nails figure lid ten 12d nails figure lieilelle forty
one 9dad nails figure liflit six 7dad nails figure ilg one 4dad
nail figure lih and six 3dad nails figure iiihilillii included in
this category are four flatheadflat head roofing nails figure illili

wire nails represent 7.17171 percent of the total artifacts re-
covered sixty of these were so badly oxidized that their size
could not be determined accurately A greater number of
round wire nails were less corroded than square nails possibly
because the square nails were exposed to corrosion in the
ground longer than the round nails

staple nails
staple nails are U shaped and are used for nailing wire or

fencing to a post sixteen staple nails were recovered repre-
senting three different sizes figure lof h only one example
of each of the larger and smaller of these three sizes was
found

ibid ppap 484948 49
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WIRE

A great many fragments of wire were retrieved from the
site most of this wire was highly deteriorated by oxidation
in all 306 pieces of wire were counted while 32 fragments
were distinguishable as wire types

six sections of burnell s four point wire were included
among the wire found figure 12a this type of wire was
patented on june 19 1877 by arthur S burnell of marshall

town iowa
probably this is the most successful of the four point

double strand varieties of barbed wire each of the barbs
passes over a strand of the cable then between its strands
wherefrom the points of the wire project as from a center
this wire might be referred to a four point two around two
between and opposite

the wire was made by the iowa barb wire company
sometimes called iowa barb fence company and sometimes
also the barb steel wire company home office was in mar
shalltownshall town iowa and branch offices were in johnstown penn-
sylvania and new york city 23

another early variety of barbed wire found at the site is a
type called the winner figure 12b patented on 24
november 1874 by joseph F glidden of de kalb illinois

this simple barb twisted into a double strand wire was
known even in the nineteenth century as the winner it was
winner in the long litigation over priorities and was winner
too in sales competition modern styles of domestic barbs
differ little from the glidden invention 1124112124

other varieties of wire were found but the material was
so fragmented and badly rusted that identification was im-
possible these types included a single strand wire that is
similar to the jayne hill barbed wire figure 12c d this
type was patented on april 11 1876 by william H jayne
and james H hill of boone iowa

the single four point wire barbs of this patent were ap-
plied to single strands inin such a way the U bend of each
piece locked between the arms of the other piece
clamping each other firmly and securely to the said fence

henry D and francis T mccallum the fliewirewife that fenced the
ivestwestwett norman oklahoma university of oklahoma press 1965 p 251

21hidjibid p 244
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wire and leaving four points projecting in opposite direc-
tions 25

several wire loops were unearthed which belonged to a
type of mesh fence wire held together by wire loops the
wire loops were placed at the cross sections of the wire

cartridges
in addition several cartridge shells were found which in-

cluded 385838.38 saws&w figure 13a 3252.3232 saws&w figure 13b and
22.2222 shells figures 13c shotgun shells included 16 gauge
and 10 gauge sizes

both 22.2222 cartridges are of the rimfire type while the 3252.3232
and 3858.3838 cartridges are the external centerfirecenterfire types the in-
ternal centerfirecenterfire cartridge was first made in the late 1850s and
ceased to be produced in the early 1890s 26 the external cen
terfire cartridge became popular around the 1860s particu-
larly in the british army 227 rimfire cartridges were first in-
troducedtroduced in 1845 and used on the flobert BB cap 22.2222 smith
and wesson developed a 22.2222 short in 1857 28128211

REMUMCREM UMC appears on both the 3252.3232 and 385838.38 cartridges
the union metallic cartridge company was founded in 1867
and merged with remington arms company in 1902 229 three
shotgun shell cases had this mark also figures 139159 and h
the other shotgun shell case is marked winchester which
is the mark of the winchester repeating arms company
founded in 1866 30

ANGLE IRON

the angle iron consisted of two right angled pieces of
metal probably used for securing and strengthening corners

OTHER METAL ARTIFACTS

A variety of metal objects were recovered most of which
were badly rusted and broken in small fragments these ob-
jects consisted of carriage bolts figures 12e i spikes strap
metal can fragments and slag

21ibid21ibid p 247
berge historical archaeology p 213
frank C bames cartridges of the world chicago follett publishing

co 1965 p 301
bibidikid2ibidibid p 271

herschel C logan cartridges new york bonanza books 1959 p 8
301101gidibid101hidhidgis p 9
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there is a wide range of items of which only one was
found there were 56 such objects in this category included
among these were chains bricks a brass button figure 13i13
a valve handle figure l4a14alaa a metal ring a knife blade
figure l4b14blab a harness buckle figure l4c14clac a hook

hanger figure l4d14dlad wagon parts a hook end figure l4e14clae
an oar lock figure l4f14flaf a tire iron a U bolt a clay marble
a mower blade figure 15a a hammer head figure 15b a
large hoop figure 15c and a pitchfork spike figure 15d

miscellaneous
in this category are included such objects as battery posts

coal cement gun flints figure 13i and shells
there were 110 bones and 22 teeth found at the whitmer

farm site the bones represented a variety of animals possibly
including horses pigs sheep and birds also there was a
completely articulated dog burial found

SUMMARY
in the area excavated a little over 83 percent of the arti-

facts recovered were found within the confined area where
the stone foundation was discovered the distribution of cob-
ble stones foundation stones drainage tile and coal was
restricted to this same area figure 16 the artifacts were lim-
ited in space to the foundation area as seen in figures 17a and
b A cross section along a north south line reveals that there was
a heavy concentration of artifacts in the log cabin area while
those areas north and south diminish in quantity to relatively
no artifacts the squares along an east west line reveal the same
phenomenon this heavy concentration of artifacts illustrates
that some type of human activity took place in this confined
area

of the 2084 artifacts unearthed at the site few would be
out of place in a habitation area objects such as wagon
parts a pitch fork spike a mower blade and such may belong
more in a barn than in the living area but on the other hand
the abundance of pottery glass and other artifacts suggests
that this area was not a barn or some type of shed likewise
this was probably not a trash dump since there is a uniformity
of household items recovered rather than a cross section of
artifacts representing a broader perspective of farm life
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in summary the artifacts suggest that it is more likely that
the area in question was a habitation area than a barn corn crib
or trash dump very little dating information is available
from the artifacts to be specific as to the periods of actual
occupation most of the artifacts that could usually be used
for tight dating control were so fragmented that only a very
general time range could be established the artifacts date
from the early nineteenth century into the tweniethtwentiethtwenieth century
some of the artifacts like the bottles with mold seams over
the rim date to the twentieth century while the one with a
pontil mark was used in the first half of the nineteenth cen-
tury the square nails could date to most of the nineteenth
century and the round nails to after the turn of the present
century

conclusions
there are three sources from which to establish the ap-

proximate location of the log house where the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints was organized these are 1 1

the historical accounts 2 the description of the caretakers
along with the actual discovery of a foundation and 3 the
archaeology

the historical accounts of the 1820s and 1830s plus those
recorded by interviews with persons at later times who re-
membered events on the farm and by diaries of later visitors
to the site give a fairly clear description of the type of struc-
ture inin which the organization took place through the years
several mormonscormons have returned to the peter whitmer farm
and have been shown the site of the log house by various
owners and caretakers these early investigators indicate that
the location of the site ranges from south to southwestsouth west of a
large barn even though the barn was destroyed in 1959
there was enough data available to determine the location of
the barn and therefore the approximate site of the log house

the second source of information was provided by one of
the caretakers himself william lee powell who had farmed
the land after the church had purchased the property he was
the resident farmer between 1946 and 1952 and discovered a
foundation and recorded its precise location from fixed points
on the farm the stone alignment formed a rectangle 20 by
30 feet
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these two sources provide us with a suggestion of what
peter whitmer s log house looked like it was one and one
half stories high probably 20 by 30 feet overall with one
room 20 by 20 feet and one room 10 by 20 feet on the ground
level with stairs leading to an attic loft

the purpose of the archaeological excavations was to sub-
stantiate the historical sources by locating the site of peter
whitmer s log house even though the foundation had been
removed the artifacts recovered from the site were distributed
in such a way that they outlined the location of the site the
various types of artifacts whether studied individually or as
a group were confined to a specific area remnants of foun-
dation stones nails glass wire pottery tile and other artifacts
were distributed in an area approximately 30 by 40 feet and
in nearly the same area pointed out by mr powell As our
trenches were excavated away from the area the artifacts inin-
cluding cobble stones dramatically disappeared some type of
structure must have occupied this location if it had been a
barn corral corn crib tool shed or some other type of farm
structure one would expect a completely different assemblage
of artifacts than was unearthed we found fragmented pieces
of bottle glass ironstone and porcelain dishes shell cartridges
drainage tile square nails and coal most of these artifacts
reflect domestic use

there is one problem which cannot be answered if the
log house was torn down before 1888 why do artifacts dating
to after this date appear at the site there are probably many
plausible explanations but none which are conclusive it
does not seem that the location of these artifacts distributed
in the exact location of earlier artifacts was arbitrary possibly
the building was not completely destroyed since remnants of
it were still present inin 1959 maybe it was used later than
1888 or at least a portion of it

if this log house is ever restored it might look like the one
described by willers in 1880 31 it would be a structure con-
structedstructed of approximately 40 logs notched at the corners to
strengthen the walls the floor would be made of hand hewn
lumber overhead would be cross beams and rafters hand

diedrich willers jr the centennial celebration of general sullivans
campaign against the iroquois in 1779 waterloo new york waterloo li-
brary and historical society 1880 ppap 485348 53
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sawn roofboardsroofboards covered with either a split shingle roof or
bark roof there would be an open fireplace with a big pole
and trammel while alongside was probably a bakeovenbake oven the
thick log walls would most likely be plastered with mud to
keep out the cold

furniture and equipment which adorned the cabin might
consist of wooden hooks from which were suspended flint
lock rifles a shot gun and a musket along with these weap-
ons there would be a shot powder horn bullet pouch and shot
bag shelves would contain plates and platters and cups of
pewter and pottery of variousvarious types in a corner there would
be a wooden water bucket with a gourd for drinking water
in the fireplace would hang iron pots and kettles for cooking
also bake kettles skilletsskillettskillets and spiders a gridiron a toasting
iron ladles skimmers a toasting fork fire dogs or andironsand irons
and a heavy shovel and tongs would be present there might
be a wooden bread trough for kneading bread dough along
with a braided straw breadbasketbread basket in another part of the
house there could be a flax wheel and hatchel and perhaps
bed warming pans from the beams there might hang strings
of dried apples pumpkins or other food stuffs

it is hoped that the mormon church will maintain the
present house as an information center to describe the events
that took place on the peter whitmer farm the log house
should be constructed as it was originally built as it would
be a thrilling and educational experience if the visitor could
also open the door to the log house and step into the year
1830


